Multiple uses of forest plots in presenting analysis results in health research.
Forest plots are an important graphical method in meta-analyses used to show results from individual studies and pooled analyses. Forest plots are easy and straightforward to understand because they provide tabular and graphical information about estimates of comparisons or associations, corresponding precision, and statistical significance. This visual representation also makes it easier to see variations between individual study results. Forest plots are widely used in not only systematic reviews and meta-analyses but also observational studies and clinical trials. In this study, we aimed to show readers the various uses of forest plots in displaying analysis results. We used a tutorial type to show multiple uses of forest plots in meta-analyses, clinical trials, and observational studies according to the PICO (Population or Subgroup, Intervention or Exposure, Control, and Outcome) framework. We introduced forest plots' structure, application, current practice, and research advances in health research. We provided some examples from the literature to show the various uses of forest plot-type graphics in health research including meta-analyses, clinical trials, and observational studies. It is expected that our discussion of the current multiple uses of forest plots in meta-analyses, clinical trials, and observational studies provides a glimpse about their potential in displaying results in a way that makes comparisons between items easier.